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Building Vocabulary from Word Roots provides a systematic approach to
teaching vocabulary using Greek and Latin prefixes, bases, and suffixes. Over
90% of English words of two or more syllables are of Greek or Latin origin.
Instead of learning words and definitions in isolation, students learn key roots and
strategies for deciphering words and their meanings across all content areas.
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots: Level 9 kit includes: Teacher's Guide;
Student Guided Practice Book (Each kit includes a single copy; additional copies
may be ordered in quantities of 10 or more); Assessments to support data-driven
instruction; and Digital resources including modeled lessons, 50 bonus activities,
and more.
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots provides a systematic approach to
teaching vocabulary using Greek and Latin prefixes, bases, and suffixes. Over
90% of English words of two or more syllables are of Greek or Latin origin.
Instead of learning words and definitions in isolation, students learn key roots and
strategies for deciphering words and their meanings across all content areas.
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots: Level 6 kit includes: Teacher's Guide;
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Student Guided Practice Book (Each kit includes a single copy; additional copies
may be ordered in quantities of 10 or more); Assessments to support data-driven
instruction; and Digital resources including modeled lessons, 50 bonus activities,
and more.
Did you know that Greek and Latin roots make up 90% of English words of two or
more syllables? Having an extensive vocabulary is key to students’ reading
comprehension. By adopting the strategies in this book, teachers will help their
students read more effectively, setting a foundation for lifelong learning and
reading success. This teacher-friendly resource provides the latest research on
how to teach Greek and Latin roots. It includes anecdotes from teachers who
have adopted these strategies and how they play out in today’s classrooms. With
a research-based rationale for addressing vocabulary in the classroom, this K-12
resource is full of strategies for increasing reading comprehension, instructional
planning, and building a word-rich learning environment to support all students
including English language learners.
If you're ready to expand your word power, this book is for you. You'll learn
practical shortcuts and techniques for understanding and using more words.
You'll discover how combining Greek and Latin roots, prefixes, and suffixes
makes learning both fast and fun. You'll be able to remember the meanings of
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many more words -- without memorizing endless lists. With Quick Vocabulary
Power, you can: * Work at your own pace * See words in context, so that
meanings are clear and easy to grasp * Learn the precise differences between
words that are commonly confused * Practice and chart your progress with
frequent self-tests This informative, easy-to-use guide is a completely revised
and updated edition of the classic Vocabulary for Adults, which helped tens of
thousands of people improve their communication skills.
Building Vocabulary provides a systematic approach to teaching vocabulary
using Greek and Latin prefixes, bases, and suffixes. Over 90% of English words
of two or more syllables are of Greek or Latin origin. Instead of learning words
and definitions in isolation, students learn key roots and strategies for
deciphering words and their meanings across all content areas. Building
Vocabulary: Foundations for grades 1-2, empowers beginning readers to learn
words by identifying word parts or word families that share common sounds.
Students will build vocabulary through the use of poetry, word endings, and
simple roots. Building Vocabulary: Foundations: Level 1 kit includes: Teacher's
Guide; Student Guided Practice Book (Each kit includes a single copy; additional
copies may be ordered in quantities of 10 or more); Assessments to support datadriven instruction; and Digital resources including modeled lessons, 50 bonus
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activities, and more.
A comprehensive text to learning and understanding Greek and Latin roots of the
English language in order to reinforce vocabulary and analytical skills.
Students learn the sources of hundreds of vocabulary words with this new, multiyear program. Unlike many programs that depend on rote memorization,
Vocabulary from Latin and Greek Roots incorporates a variety of techniques to
teach students the skills they need to determine the meaning of unfamiliar words,
while also expanding sight vocabulary.Vocabulary from Latin and Greek Roots
reinforces new words through:a format that capitalizes on word
familiesassociative hooks and visuals to jog the memorybuilding languageanalysis skillsexercises designed for maximum retentionMany vocabulary
programs are focused on preparing students for a test from week to week, but
Vocabulary from Latin and Greek Roots teaches skills that they can use for a
lifetime.Teaches word analysis skills by focusing on root words.Additional notes
on word and phrase histories build interestHumorous visual mnemonics reinforce
recall.Book Five is recommended for 11th Grade.This is a student classroom
edition. Tests and Answer Keys are available through the publisher but are only
sold to schools and teachers.
You will find in this book the English and Spanish words that share the same
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root. Therefore, if you are a Spanish speaking student, you will find it is very easy
to relate the Spanish words you know to the new words in English. Example: port
is a Latin root and it means "to move" or "to carry." The English words that
include this root are: transport, portable, teleportation, deport, export, rapport,
support, portfolio, import, important, porter, report. All these words include the
meaning of carry or move. The Spanish words that share the same root are:
transporte, portátil, teletransporte, deportar, exportar, soportar, portafolio,
portero, reporte. In this book you will find the Spanish and English words side by
side for better comprehension and memorization. You can add thousands of
words both in English and Spanish by learning just the 100 most used Greek and
Latin roots. Learning word roots from Latin and Greek helps you understand the
origins of English and Spanish grammar and spelling. So, by learning these, the
forms and patterns of English and Spanish will become clearer to you. By
studying roots, you're opening your brain up to understand many other
languages, not just English or Spanish. In this book you ?ll find a great guide to
English and Spanish root words and how to use them. Purchase this book and
start understanding more English and English than ever!
This volume explains the Latin and Greek roots of English words. These ancient
root words are dependable and unchanging and serve as the key to
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understanding not only the vocabulary of English but many of the modern
European languages as well. An understanding of the core meaning can provide
a tool for unlocking the meaning of the thousands of Latin and Greek-based
words.
You will find in this book the English and French words that share the same root.
Therefore, if you are an English speaking student, you will find it is very easy to
relate the English words you know to the new words in French. Example: port is a
Latin root and it means "to move" or "to carry." The English words that include
this root are: transport, portable, teleportation, deport, export, rapport, support,
portfolio, import, important, porter, report. All these words include the meaning of
carry or move. The French words that share the same root are: transport,
portable, téléportation, déport, exportation, support, portefeuille, porteur, rapport.
In this book you will find the French and English words side by side for better
comprehension and memorization. You can add thousands of words both in
English and French by learning just the 100 most used Greek and Latin roots.
Learning word roots from Latin and Greek helps you understand the origins of
English and French grammar and spelling. So, by learning these, the forms and
patterns of English and French will become clearer to you. By studying roots,
you're opening your brain up to understand many other languages, not just
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English or French. In this book you ?ll find a great guide to English and French
root words and how to use them. Purchase this book and start understanding
more English and French than ever!
Weaving together the latest knowledge and best practices for teaching children to
read, this indispensable text and professional resource provides a complete
guide to differentiated instruction for diverse learners. Uniquely integrative, the
book places the needs of English language learners and students with disabilities
front and center instead of treating them as special topics. Accessible chapters
on each of the core components of literacy clearly demonstrate how to link formal
and informal assessment to evidence-based instruction. Special features include
Research Briefs, Tech Tips, Internet Resources, Reflection and Action
Questions, and dozens of reproducible student activities and assessment tools.
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots provides a systematic approach to
teaching vocabulary using Greek and Latin prefixes, bases, and suffixes. Over
90% of English words of two or more syllables are of Greek or Latin origin.
Instead of learning words and definitions in isolation, students learn key roots and
strategies for deciphering words and their meanings across all content areas.
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots: Level 10 kit includes: Teacher's Guide;
Student Guided Practice Book (Each kit includes a single copy; additional copies
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may be ordered in quantities of 10 or more); Assessments to support data-driven
instruction; and Digital resources including modeled lessons, 50 bonus activities,
and more.
Vocabulary is becoming increasingly important for the HSPT/TACHS/COOP
tests, and it helps to devote sufficient time to it, as it takes a long time to build an
effective vocabulary. This book contains over 500 Core Vocabulary words that
appear frequently in these tests, and uses some of the following techniques to
help you remember these words faster and better! - Word Roots;Since many
English words are derived from Greek & Latin roots, it makes sense to be aware
of these. Knowing a single root can help you know a whole group of words! Prefixes/Suffixes;Pay attention to the tone of the words, whether soft or hard,
harsh or mild, negative or positive. This could help you guess when in doubt.
Prefixes/Suffixes can often help you with identifying the meaning of a word, when
in doubt. - Usage of the Word; Perhaps the Best way to increase your vocabulary
is to read and practice. There is absolutely no substitute for that! Reading helps
you learn new words from the context in which they are used, thereby making it
easy to remember the new words and more importantly, how and when they are
used. This book provides you with multiple examples of how a word is used in
different contexts. With over 1000 practice exercises, you will get more than
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enough practice for the test! - Synonyms/AntonymsBeing familiar with related
words, increases the number and variety of your mental associations. This helps
you retain the meaning of the word more easily. - Related WordsIn order to
'deeply' understand the meaning of a word, it is helpful to study related words at
the same time. e.g. The word plenty connotes "sufficient for what is needed"
while abundance means "more than what is needed ". - PronunciationsEach
word has a pronunciation key that helps you say the word out correctly, thereby
aiding retention. - Practice makes perfect!Finally, this book has over a thousand
exercises to make sure that you remember the meanings of the newly learnt
words 'forever'! Many ingenious methods, scientifically correct, have been
devised to aid in the remembering of particular facts. These methods are based
wholly on the principle that that is most easily recalled which is associated in our
minds with the most complex and elaborate groupings of related ideas. All of the
above methods are designed to create a word network in your mind, thereby
helping you develop a lasting understanding of the word and how to use it
correctly.
A strong vocabulary is the foundation for reading comprehension. In fact,
vocabulary is the foundation of all areas of literacylistening, speaking, reading,
and writing. The activities in this resource incorporate all areas of literacy to
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maximize the transfer of vocabulary into your students' reading comprehension.
Did you know that Greek and Latin roots make up 90% of English words of two or
more syllables? Having an extensive vocabulary is key to students' reading
comprehension. By adopting the strategies in this book, teachers will help their
students read more effectively, setting a foundation for lifelong learning and
reading success. This teacher-friendly resource provides the latest research on
how to teach Greek and Latin roots. It includes anecdotes from teachers who
have adopted these strategies and how they play out in today's classrooms. With
a research-based rationale for addressing vocabulary in the classroom, this K-12
resource is full of strategies for increasing reading comprehension, instructional
planning, and building a word-rich learning environment to support all students
including English language learners.
Enhance instruction with an in-depth understanding of how to incorporate word
roots into vocabulary lessons in all content areas. Suitable for K-12 teachers, this
book provides the latest research on strategies, ideas, and resources for
teaching Greek and Latin roots including prefixes, suffixes, and bases to help
learners develop vocabulary, improve their comprehension, and ultimately read
more effectively. Ideas on how to plan and adapt vocabulary instruction for
English language learners are also included to help achieve successful results in
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diverse classrooms.
You will find in this book frequent French words that share the same root. Therefore,
you will find it is very easy to relate different French words to the common root and
remember its meaning. Example: port is a Latin root and it means "to move" or "to
carry." The French words that include this root are: transport, portable, téléportation,
déporter, export, rapport, support, portfolio, import, important, porter, report. All these
words include the meaning of carry or move. You can add thousands of words in
French by learning just the 100 most used Greek and Latin roots. Learning word roots
from Latin and Greek helps you understand the origins of French grammar and spelling.
So, by learning these roots, the forms and patterns of French will become clearer to
you. By studying roots, you're opening your brain up to understand many other
languages, not just French. In this book you ?ll find a great guide to French root words
and how to use them. Purchase this book and start learning and understanding more
French than ever!
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots provides a systematic approach to teaching
vocabulary using Greek and Latin prefixes, bases, and suffixes. Over 90% of English
words of two or more syllables are of Greek or Latin origin. Instead of learning words
and definitions in isolation, students learn key roots and strategies for deciphering
words and their meanings across all content areas. Building Vocabulary from Word
Roots: Level 11 kit includes: Teacher's Guide; Student Guided Practice Book (Each kit
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includes a single copy; additional copies may be ordered in quantities of 10 or more);
Assessments to support data-driven instruction; and Digital resources including
modeled lessons, 50 bonus activities, and more.
For more than forty years, English Words from Latin and Greek Elements, by Donald M.
Ayers, has shown thousands of students the way to a broader vocabulary by teaching
them to recognize the classical roots found in many English words. When the second
edition of that text appeared in 1986, it was joined by a workbook that has proven
exceptionally popular in reinforcing those vocabulary skills. Each lesson in the
Workbook complements the text with a variety of exercises: short-answer, matching,
multiple choice, word analysis, fill-in-the-blank, and true-false. The Workbook has now
been revised to make it more relevant and useful. It features a new dictionary exercise
and word analysis exercises, the replacement of true-false exercises that have caused
the most difficulty for students, and the elimination of archaic words and other items
that have become dated. The authors have also improved the clarity of the instructions
for individual exercises, in some cases adding notes or providing sample answers. As
part of the revised front matter, there is a new introduction written just for students to
help them get the most out of the workbook. English Words and the Workbook have
met with unqualified success in English and Classics courses at both the advanced
secondary and college levels. This revision of the Workbook helps to ensure the
continuing relevance of the roots approach to vocabulary building for tomorrowÕs
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students.
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots provides a systematic approach to teaching
vocabulary using Greek and Latin prefixes, bases, and suffixes. Over 90% of English
words of two or more syllables are of Greek or Latin origin. Instead of learning words
and definitions in isolation, students learn key roots and strategies for deciphering
words and their meanings across all content areas. Building Vocabulary from Word
Roots: Level 8 kit includes: Teacher's Guide; Student Guided Practice Book (Each kit
includes a single copy; additional copies may be ordered in quantities of 10 or more);
Assessments to support data-driven instruction; and Digital resources including
modeled lessons, 50 bonus activities, and more.
You will find in this book frequent Spanish words that share the same root. Therefore,
you will find it is very easy to relate different Spanish words to the common root and
remember its meaning. Example: port is a Latin root and it means "to move" or "to
carry." The Spanish words that include this root are: transporte, portable, teleportacion,
deportar, exportar, sopportar, portafolio, importar, importante, portero, reporte. All these
words include the meaning of carry or move. You can add thousands of words in
Spanish by learning just the 100 most used Greek and Latin roots. Learning word roots
from Latin and Greek helps you understand the origins of Spanish grammar and
spelling. So, by learning these, the forms and patterns of Spanish will become clearer
to you. By studying roots, you're opening your brain up to understand many other
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languages, not just Spanish. In this book you ?ll find a great guide to Spanish root
words and how to use them. Purchase this book and start learning and understanding
more Spanish than ever!
Help students improve their mastery of the English language and acquire the keys for
understanding thousands of words by studying Greek and Latin word parts (prefixes,
root words, and suffixes). This is one of the most complete, usable presentations of
vocabulary development using word parts you will find. A knowledge of word parts
gives students a head start on decoding words in reading and testing situations. This is
the first book in the two-book series. Each of the well-developed lessons in this text
includes: one to three word parts along with meanings and sample words, five
vocabulary words that use the prefixes or root words, definitions and sample sentences
for each of the five words, a practice exercise that lets students apply knowledge of the
words and their meanings, and a one-page review worksheet for one or two lessons
that presents more unique opportunities to work with the prefixes and root words andto
see how they are combined with suffixes. In addition to the student pages, the teacher's
information includes: an extensive listing of the most common prefixes, root words, and
suffixes; their meanings and sample words; additional words for each lesson; and
lesson ideas to supplement the word being studied.
English from the Roots Up teaches 100 of the most-used Greek and Latin root words. It
will help your child build vocabulary and comprehension, as well as figure out unknown
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words by deciphering their roots, prefixes, and suffixes. Grades 2-12.
You will find in this book frequent Portuguese words that share the same root.
Therefore, you will find it is very easy to relate different Portuguese words to the
common root and remember its meaning. Example: port is a Latin root and it means "to
move" or "to carry". The Portuguese words that include this root are: transport ,
portabela, deporto , export, rapport , suporte , portfólio , import, import , porter , report..
All these words include the meaning of carry or move.You can add thousands of words
in Portuguese by learning just the 100 most used Greek and Latin roots.Learning word
roots from Latin and Greek helps you understand the origins of Portuguese grammar
and spelling. So, by learning these, the forms and patterns of Portuguese will become
clearer to you. By studying roots, you're opening your brain up to understand many
other languages, not just Portuguese.In this book you ?ll find a great guide to
Portuguese root words and how to use them.Purchase this book and start learning and
understanding more Portuguese than ever!
More than 60 percent of all English words have Greek or Latin roots; in the vocabulary of the
sciences and technology, the figure rises to more than 90 percent. Through the study of the
Greek and Latin roots of English, students can expand their knowledge of English vocabulary
and also come to understand the ways in which the complex history of the English language
has shaped our perceptions of the world around us. The sixth edition of The Greek and Latin
Roots of English maintains the book’s much-praised thematic approach. After an essential
overview of world languages, and the linguistic histories of Greek, Latin, and English, the text
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organizes vocabulary into various topics, including politics and government, psychology,
medicine and the biological science, as well as ancient culture, religion, and philosophy. The
sixth edition features revised cumulative exercises in each chapter that reinforce both
vocabulary and analytical skills learned from pervious chapter. The sixth edition also features
alphabetized vocabulary lists, new photos and cartoons, and other reader-friendly updates.
The Greek and Latin Roots of English remains an essential text to help students not only learn
vocabulary and understand the power of language, but also appreciate the pleasures of pitfuls
of language study.
What are “Root Words”? A root or root word is a word that is used to form another word. It is
also called a base word. A root does not have a prefix (a letter or group of letters added to the
beginning of a word) or a suffix (a letter or group of letters added to the end of a word). The
root is the primary lexical unit of a word, and of a word family. For example, pure is a root. By
adding prefixes and suffixes, the following words could be made: impure, purity, pureness
Similarly, play and move are root words. By adding prefixes and suffixes, the following words
could be made: plays, played, playing, player moving, movement, moved, movable, mover,
movingly In this book, I have given the most common Greek and Latin roots which are used in
English language. Sample This: Root Words -- A AGG Origin: Latin | Meaning: collected
Examples: agglomerate -- to collect things and form them into a mass or group | related word:
agglomeration aggrandize -- to increase your importance or power | related word:
aggrandizement aggregate -- to put together different items, amounts, etc. into a single total |
related words: aggregation, aggregator ****** ALTR/ALTER Origin: Latin | Meaning: other
Examples: altruism -- caring about the needs of other people | related word: altruistic alterable
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-- that can be changed | related word: unalterable altercation -- noisy argument alternate -- to
follow one after other | related words: alternately, alternation, alternative ****** ANIM Origin:
Latin | Meaning: breath; life; soul Examples: animal -- a living creature animate -- having life; to
make something full of liveliness | related words: animated, animatedly, animation, animato,
animator, inanimate animateur -- a person who promotes social activities animism -- the belief
that natural objects have a living soul | related words: animist, animistic animosity -- a strong
feeling of opposition equanimity -- calm state of mind magnanimous -- kind, forgiving, generous
| related words: magnanimity, magnanimously pusillanimous -- lack of courage unanimous -agreeing with others | related word: unanimously ****** Some More Root Words -- A Root
Word [Origin] -- Meaning | Example(s) (Related Words in Bracket) a [Greek] -- not | atheism,
apolitical, atypical ablat [Latin] -- remove | ablation ablut [Latin] -- wash | ablutions abort [Latin]
-- born too soon | abortion abras [Latin] -- rub off | abrasion (abrasive, abrasively,
abrasiveness) abstemi [Latin] -- controlled; moderate | abstemious abund [Latin] -- overflow |
abundance (abundant, abundantly) ac [Latin] -- to, toward | accept (acceptability, acceptable,
acceptably, acceptance, acceptation) acanth [Greek] -- thorn | acanthus acet [Latin] -- vinegar |
acetate, acetic, acetone achr [Greek] -- colorless | achromic acid [Latin] -- sour | acidic, acidify,
acidosis, acidulate (acidulation, acidulous) acm [Greek] -- summit | acme aco [Greek] -- relief |
aconite acous [Greek] -- hear | acoustic (acoustical, acoustically, acoustician, acoustics)
adama [Greek] -- invincible | adamant (adamantly) ade [Greek] -- enough | adequate
(adequacy, adequately) adip [Latin] -- fat | adipose adolesc [Latin] -- growing up | adolescent
(adolescence) aer [Greek] -- air or atmosphere | aerate (aeration), aerial, aerialist, aerobic
(aerobics, anaerobic) agr [Latin] -- field | agrarian, agriculture (agriculturist, agricultural) ******
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Other Root Words -- A Root Word [Origin] -- Meaning aapt [Greek] -- indomitable, unfriendly
abact [Latin] -- driven away abdit [Latin] -- secret/hidden ablep [Greek] -- loss of sight abr
[Greek] -- delicate abscis [Latin] -- cutoff absit [Latin] -- distant aca [Greek] -- a point; silence
acar [Greek] -- tiny accip [Latin] -- allow, snatch accliv [Latin] -- steep; up-hill accresc [Latin] -increase ace [Greek] -- heal acer [Latin] -- sharp acerv [Latin] -- pile acest [Greek] -- healing;
remedy
504 Essentials words for SSAT / ISEE vocabulary (UPPER) Vocabulary is becoming
increasingly important for the SSAT/ISEE (Upper), and it helps to devote sufficient time to it, as
it takes a long time to build an effective vocabulary. This book contains over 500 Essentials
words that appear frequently in the SSAT/ISEE (UPPER), and uses some of the following
techniques to help you remember these words faster and better! - Word Roots; Since many
English words are derived from Greek & Latin roots, it makes sense to be aware of these. Prefixes/Suffixes; Pay attention to the tone of the words, whether soft or hard, harsh or mind,
negative or positive. This could help you guess when in doubt. Prefixes/Suffixes can often help
you with identifying the meaning of a word, when in doubt. - Usage of the Word; Perhaps the
Best way to increase your vocabulary is to read, read and read. There is absolutely no
substitute for that! Reading helps you learn new words from the context in which they are used,
thereby making it easy to remember the new words and more importantly, how and when it is
used. This book provides you with multiple examples of how a word is used in different
contexts. - Synonyms/Antonyms Being familiar with related words, increases the number and
variety of your mental associations. This helps you retain the meaning of the word more easily.
- Related Words In order to 'deeply' understand the meaning of a word, it is helpful to study
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related words at the same time. e.g. The word plenty connotes "sufficient for what is needed"
while abundance means "more than what is needed ." and ameliorate is to "make better" while
alleviate is to "make less severe." - Pronunciations Each word has a pronunciation key that
helps you say the word out correctly, thereby aiding retention. - Practice makes perfect! Finally,
this book has over a thousand exercises to make sure that you remember the meanings of the
newly learnt words 'forever'! Many ingenious methods, scientifically correct, have been devised
to aid in the remembering of particular facts. These methods are based wholly on the principle
that that is most easily recalled which is associated in our minds with the most complex and
elaborate groupings of related ideas. All of the above methods are designed to create a word
network in your mind, thereby helping you develop a lasting understanding of the word in the
SSAT/ISEE relevant context.
Over 60 percent of all English words have Greek or Latin roots. In the vocabulary of the
sciences and technology, the figure rises to over 90 percent. About 10 percent of the Latin
vocabulary has found its way directly into English without an intermediary (usually French).This
handbook is designed to increase and consolidate the English vocabulary of Greco-Latin
origin. It is divided into two practically equal sections, which present, respectively, the
vocabulary of Latin origin and that of Greek origin.Each of these sections begins with a list of
the main English roots derived from Latin or Greek. These roots, unlike other handbooks, are
classified according to the order of Latin or Greek grammar. That is, they are presented by
grammatical categories (nouns, adjectives, verbs, etc.). Within each grammatical category, the
structure of Latin or Greek grammar is followed: name of the declension, type of verb, etc.
Thanks to this, the reader can more easily grasp the similarity between English and Latin or
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Greek words.After this list of roots, there is a section of prefixes and suffixes of Latin or Greek
origin. Affixes are a very important mechanism for building new words. In Latin and Greek, they
were very productive, and English has inherited this productivity, which coexists with other
mechanisms typical of its Germanic origin. Greco-Latin affixes are still alive and many new
words being created use them.Finally, in the section on Greek etymologies, a chapter groups
Greek and Latin terminology according to the semantic field. In this way, the reader can
observe and practice the areas in which Latin and Greek have been most decisive: medicine,
botany, social sciences, etc.In each of these sections, there are review and consolidation
exercises. These exercises are intended to be varied and insist on the most important roots
that should be thoroughly understood.Not all the words presented throughout the book are
equally important. Some belong to the everyday lexicon, while others are only found in very
specialized contexts. We have decided to present the maximum number of words, to
understand the impact of the Greco-Latin influence, and to facilitate their memorization, by
grouping all the words from the same root. The book has an answer key at the end.
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots provides a systematic approach to teaching vocabulary
using Greek and Latin prefixes, bases, and suffixes. Over 90% of English words of two or more
syllables are of Greek or Latin origin. Instead of learning words and definitions in isolation,
students learn key roots and strategies for deciphering words and their meanings across all
content areas. Building Vocabulary from Word Roots: Level 4 kit includes: Teacher's Guide;
Student Guided Practice Book (Each kit includes a single copy; additional copies may be
ordered in quantities of 10 or more); Assessments to support data-driven instruction; and
Digital resources including modeled lessons, 50 bonus activities, and more.
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You will find in this book frequent English words that share the same root. Therefore, you will
find it is very easy to relate different English words to the common root and remember its
meaning. Example: port is a Latin root and it means "to move" or "to carry." The English words
that include this root are: transport, portable, teleportation, deport, export, rapport, support,
portfolio, import, important, porter, report. All these words include the meaning of carry or
move. You can add thousands of words in English by learning just the 100 most used Greek
and Latin roots. Learning word roots from Latin and Greek helps you understand the origins of
English grammar and spelling. So, by learning these, the forms and patterns of English will
become clearer to you. By studying roots, you're opening your brain up to understand many
other languages, not just English. In this book you ?ll find a great guide to English root words
and how to use them. Purchase this book and start learning and understanding more English
than ever!
Expand your students' content-area vocabulary and improve their understanding with this rootsbased approach! This standards-based resource, geared towards secondary grades, helps
students comprehend informational text on grade-level topics in social studies using the most
common Greek and Latin roots. Each lesson provides tips on how to introduce the selected
roots and offers guided instruction to help easily implement the activities. Students will be able
to apply their knowledge of roots associated with specific subject areas into their everyday
vocabulary.
Improves decoding, spelling, vocabulary, and reading comprehension. Engages students and
teaches word roots the building blocks for words. Presents hundreds of word roots that
translate to understanding thousands of words. Each lesson presents a word pattern chart,
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discovery puzzles, word cards, art activities, and practice and review quizzes.
More Greek And Latin RootsTeaching Vocabulary to Improve Reading ComprehensionGreek
and Latin Roots: Keys to Building VocabularyShell Education
Presents games and sorting activities that teachers can use to help students learn vocabulary,
spelling, vowel patterns, compound words, and syllable structure.
You will find in this book the English and Spanish words that share the same root. Therefore, if
you are a English speaking student, you will find it is very easy to relate the English words you
know to the new words in Spanish. Example: port is a Latin root and it means "to move" or "to
carry". The English words that include this root are: transport, portable, teleportation, deport,
export, rapport, support, portfolio, import, important, porter, report. All these words include the
meaning of carry or move.The Spanish words that share the same root are: transporte, portátil,
teletransporte, deportar, exportar, soportar, portafolio, portero, reporte. In this book you will
find the Spanish and English words side by side for better comprehension and memorization.
You can add thousands of words both in English and Spanish by learning just the 100 most
used Greek and Latin roots.Learning word roots from Latin and Greek helps you understand
the origins of English and Spanish grammar and spelling. So, by learning these, the forms and
patterns of English and Spanish will become clearer to you. By studying roots, you're opening
your brain up to understand many other languages, not just English or Spanish.In this book
you ?ll find a great guide to English and Spanish root words and how to use them. Purchase
this book and start understanding more English and English than ever!
Building Vocabulary provides a systematic approach to teaching vocabulary using Greek and
Latin prefixes, bases, and suffixes. Over 90% of English words of two or more syllables are of
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Greek or Latin origin. Instead of learning words and definitions in isolation, students learn key
roots and strategies for deciphering words and their meanings across all content areas.
Building Vocabulary: Foundations for grades 1-2, empowers beginning readers to learn words
by identifying word parts or word families that share common sounds. Students will build
vocabulary through the use of poetry, word endings, and simple roots. Building Vocabulary:
Foundations: Level 2 kit includes: Teacher's Guide; Student Guided Practice Book (Each kit
includes a single copy; additional copies may be ordered in quantities of 10 or more);
Assessments to support data-driven instruction; and Digital resources including modeled
lessons, 50 bonus activities, and more.
Presents an overview of the development of the English language and examines the formation
of words especially from Greek and Latin roots. Also discusses definitions and usage.
Provides a variety of activities to help students learn five common Greek and Latin roots and
new words formed from them.
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